A Simple Investigation into the Stability of Lightweight Motorcycle
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Abstract. The objective of this study is to investigate the stability of lightweight motorcycle in straight path running test. The stability of three different tyre dimensions was measured using acceleration, angular velocity and vehicle speed signals from smartphone sensors. The signals were analysed to determine whether standard configuration of tyres used in lightweight motorcycles in various developing countries are safe in terms of vehicle stability. In order to identify effects of tyre width on driving stability, forward speed, angular acceleration and rotational velocity were measured. These measurements are valuable empirical data in the understanding of motorcycle balance mechanism. Results of analysis show that for the range of tyre width 70 mm to 110 mm for the front and 80 mm to 120 mm for the rear wheel used in the test, motorcycle stability is not affected by the tyre width for the straight path run with maximum speed of 60 km/h.
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1. Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that road traffic accident is one of the leading cause of death worldwide. According to World Health Organization (WHO) [1, 2], Thailand as well as others SEA countries, uses a great number of motorcycles and is confronting with high rate of motorcycle user fatalities and injuries. It is well accepted that road traffic accidents or road crashes occur when at least one of the three elements: human errors, road and environment defects or vehicle defects comes into play; though these elements often form a chain of event leading to a crash. Various studies have been conducted on the causes and consequences of road crashes in ASEAN countries including Thailand. Huy et.al. used a new method for identifying black spots in Ho Chi Minh city, based on potential for cost saving; the method has the potential to improve black spots which are the result of road and environmental defects and contributes to the improvement of safety for motorcycle users in Vietnam [3, 4]. Studies by Opas et al. highlighted the critical problem of several hundreds of annual roadside fatalities caused by the presence of trees within the clear zone of national highways in Thailand [5, 6]. The effect of road element defects in the road crash’s chain of event was also investigated in a highway flyover-improved intersection study, the study showed that while the flyover can improve safety at the intersection, but the high number of crashes occurred during the construction process needs to be addressed [7]. As regards motorcycle accidents which are the most pressing road crash challenge in Thailand, extensive efforts on law enforcement have been implemented, but in terms of engineering and education, more efforts are clearly needed. However, the numbers of motorcycle fatalities are still unacceptably high.

Recent statistics show that there have been large numbers of road deaths in Thailand, especially for motorcycle users. The Road Accident Victims Protection [8] gave details of the claims involving motorcycle users from 2011 to 2013 as shown in Fig. 1. The total numbers of injuries are unacceptably high at more than 200,000 per year. Fatality numbers were on average 7,400 cases per year or roughly 20 motorcyclists die on the road due to traffic accidents every day. These poor statistics, however, have to be considered taking into account a strong increase in the motorcycle fleet, with over 1 million units sold annually; the cumulative numbers are almost 20 million vehicles in 2012 [9] as shown in Fig. 2.

Motorcycles have been a popular mode of transportation. However, because of the vehicle structure, it is not as safe as other vehicles. They are not, in general, provided with protection features e.g. airbags, Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) and traction control; this makes motorcycles less safe than other types of vehicle. Also, their stability can be a cause of much concern. The motorcycle stability directly depends on its dynamic characteristics (e.g. vehicle speed, lean angle and acceleration) and the static characteristics (e.g. vehicle geometry, mass distribution, frame compliance, suspension characteristics and tyre properties) [10–12].

The vitality of these characteristics have been highlighted in previous studies. In his landmark study, Kasantikul found that about one-eighth of motorcycle accidents in Bangkok were single-vehicle collisions; and the most frequent form of collisions was rear-ending another vehicle. In terms of vehicle factor, half of accidents involved 101 to 125 cc engine capacity and OEM (original equipment manufacturer) tyres. These findings pose the question as to how much influence a tyre characteristics has on the stability of motorcycle (see Fig. 3). This is because the tyre is the only component of the motorcycle that transfers forces and moments between the vehicle and the road.

The main aim of this study is to investigate the stability of lightweight motorcycles using three different types of tyre, running on straight section, using forward speed, rotational angle, acceleration and angular velocity signals. The stability investigation involves an analysis of interaction signal generated when the motorcycle was running on straight section experiment, using data from GPS, 3-axis accelerometers and 3-axis gyroscopes sensors which are incorporated in modern smartphones. The measurements recorded by a smartphone are valuable data which are essential for analyzing and understanding the influence of the tyre configuration on motorcycle stability. The initial findings of this study could provide information about driving stability and a number of relevant factors as well as tyre properties.
Fig. 1. Insurance claims involving motorcycle users [8].

Fig. 2. Thailand motorcycle production and domestic sales [9].

Fig. 3. Motorcycle tyre size involved in accidents [13].
2. Previous Works

Generally, stability of motorcycles is a major representation of motorcycle safety and studying this issue is considered a challenge. Dynamical behaviour of motorcycle riding can give rise to high instability due to the complexity of the system. Many related studies were carried out by researchers from developed countries including Italy, Germany and France where appropriate technology and budget are available. Transferring of the four-wheeled vehicles safety systems such as airbag, Electronic Stability Control (ESC), Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS), Traction Control System (TCS) and also airbag jacket systems to motorcycle has been emerging over the last decade. Unfortunately, in developing countries, including Thailand where the motorcycle users make up some 80 percent of road users, the issue of motorcycle stability receives little attention, while it should get the attention it deserves.

A number of important studies have been presented on motorcycle dynamics and control with regard to stability. Many previous studies have focused on stability under cornering condition by using simulation or modeling approach [14–16]. Recently attention was paid to the development of active control systems such as Advanced Rider Assistance Systems (ARAS) [17–20] Anti-Lock Braking System (ABS) and Traction Control Systems (TCS) using experimental approach [21]. The vehicles used in these studies were normally high performance motorcycles with engine capacity greater than 250 cc. Only a few studies including [22] have directly investigated lightweight motorcycle with engine capacity lower than 125 cc. It's worthwhile to look closely at this type of motorcycles as they are most common in developing countries.

As for motorcycle stability, the rider and the design of the machine have a deep influence on its dynamic stability both under driving and braking conditions. At very low speed, control of motorcycle directly depends on the ability of the rider to stabilize the vehicle by turning the handlebar. At higher speed, gyroscopic effects allow the motorcycle to follow a path and play an important role in balancing the vehicle [23]. From a theoretical point of view, stability of a motorcycle is defined by the fact that the available friction is higher than the lateral acceleration [11, 21]. In fact motorcycle tyres are the main component that generate friction between the road surface and the tyres and transfer the forces to the road surface. Instability phenomenon of the motorcycle can commonly result when the available friction is insufficient due to inadequate tyre properties or presence of surface liquid. In this study, only the tyre width factor is considered as it is a key component with regard to gaining better understanding of its impact on motorcycle stability.

Given the fact that an increase in motorcycle tyre width creates greater contact area, and therefore the larger tyre will have greater amount of tyre friction. By measuring the dynamic behaviour of motorcycle using tyres with various tyre widths, it is possible to study the influence of tyre width on motorcycle driving stability. The dynamics stability parameters like angular rotation rate and angular acceleration are typically used to measure the direction and position in global axes (XYZ axes) at which particular motion of motorcycle occurs. The tyre width effect on driving stability could be principally quantified in terms of three dynamic stability parameters: roll angle (bank angle), pitch angle and yaw angle. These parameters were commonly used to identify dynamic instability conditions of motorcycle in previous works of [14, 19, 24]. Roll angle (see Fig. 4) in particularly is a vital parameter with strong influence on the motorcycle stability. The degree of the angle normally depends on lateral acceleration and gravitational force of a motorcycle. To evaluate the level of stability of motorcycle, the hypothesis in the current study is based on the minimum range of the roll angle. This indicates that the combined Center of Mass of the rider and the motorcycle is in high-performance mode which enables the vehicle to be in upright position along a straight path.

3. Methods

3.1. Instrumented Motorcycle

SUZUKI Sky Drive with 125 cc engine, as shown in Fig. 4, was selected for the straight running test. It was equipped with a Samsung Galaxy Note 3 smartphone. On board sensors of acceleration, gyroscope and GPS give measurement of accelerations, rate of motion and the positioning information. A DJI FC40 Wi-Fi camera was mounted on the motorcycle rider’s jacket to capture the real-time riding information. All video recording is stored in a micro SD card.
Smartphone is a probe device widely used for data recording. It has grown in popularity as an accurate measurement instrument because of its easy to use feature, inexpensive cost and reliable output. A number of recent studies using smartphone including the works of [25, 26] on road roughness conditions and [27] which examined the possibility of realizing safe mobility of powered two-wheeler vehicle show that smartphones can give data with high accuracy in the frequency range of 40 to 50 Hz.

The application named AndroSensor and Bubble Level 360 [28] were pre-installed into the smartphone. The AndroSensor was used to record key data such as 3-axis accelerations, 3-axis angular velocities, and vehicle speeds. The recording interval was done at 20 Hz frequency or 0.05 seconds. All information from the sensors was recorded into a CSV file. The box housing the smartphone was positioned on level plane under the rider seat as shown in Fig. 5. The application, Bubble Level 360 was used to accurately position the smartphone.

Fig. 4. SUZUKI Sky drive.

Fig. 5. View of the box fitted under the rider’s seat.

Three different tyre characteristics were used for the test runs. With respect to the standard configurations, the SUZUKI Sky drive has 14 inch spoke wheel rims with 70 mm tyre width/80 tyre height for the front wheel and 80 mm tyre width/90 tyre height for rear wheel, the configuration was designated as Tyre set A. Motorcycle with the same 90 mm tyre width/90 tyre height for both the front and rear wheels was designated as Tyre set B and motorcycle with the front wheel of 110 mm width/70 mm height and the rear wheel 120 mm width/70 mm height as Tyre set C; details are as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 6 below.

3.2. Straight Running Test Program

The tests were performed on a highway with general grade within Songkhla municipality, Thailand. All straight running tests were conducted in clear weather condition and dry road surface. These allow efficient maneuverability and visibility riding. By using the same rider for each test, it is reasonable to assume that
the riding behaviors would have minimal interference in the output. At the starting point, the rider was briefed on the path and the procedure. The test procedure required that the rider controlled the vehicle until the desired speed was attained and then took his hands off the handlebar in order to produce free rotation of the steering system. The rider stopped the vehicle at the end of the path or when oscillation amplitude approached an instability state. The data on travel speed, 3-axis acceleration, 3-axis angular velocity and GPS positions were recorded in the Smart Phone memory card.

The straight running test program was designed to investigate the dynamic behaviors of lightweight motorcycles in terms of the frequency of the principal vibration’s mode out-of-plane (roll, pitch and yaw) [12]. A different set of speeds and tyre widths were changed to verify their impacts on the vehicle stability. Table 2 shows the straight running test program. For the lower test speeds (30 km/h, 40 km/h) and the higher test speeds (50 km/h and 60 km/h) the instrumented motorcycle was tested with ten replications each. The front and rear tyre inflation pressures for all tyres were fixed in order to control their influence.

4. Data Analysis

The measurement of 3-axis accelerations, 3-axis angular velocities and forward speed for each task were recorded from the straight line motion of the motorcycle where the x-axis is rotated along the longitudinal axis of the motorbike, the y-axis is aligned perpendicularity to forward movement direction and the z-axis is the vertical motion. In each measurement data were determined from the logged data and synchronized. The data of motion characteristics were extracted, based on the free motion of steering system for constant forward speed duration. The filtered data were double-checked from the recorded video.

In order to better understand how the vibration amplitude or waveform of the roll, pitch and yaw rate occurred over the time domain, the following investigation was carried out. Considering motorcycle geometric features as shown in Fig. 4, the equilibrium x axis displays the longitudinal direction, the y axis defines the lateral direction and the z axis, the vertical direction or the perpendicular direction to the xy plane. To detect motorcycle response frequency in terms of roll rate, the x axis direction must correspond with the x’ axis direction of smartphone (see Figs. 4 and 5). When the test motorcycle leans to the left hand side (LHS) of the rider, the roll rate gives a reading of negative number, likewise if it leans to the right hand side (RHS) a positive reading would be detected. This coordinate system condition was similarly defined for the other two directions y and z axis. A positive reading of pitch rate along the y-axis would be recorded when the front wheel rises in relation to the rear wheel or the motorcycle pitches rearwards whereas a negative reading would signify pitching motion in opposite direction. The z axis defines an orientation of motorcycle with respect to vertical direction; a positive reading signifies counter clockwise motion of the motorcycle while clockwise motion would give negative value.

Data were analysed using manufacturer software. The roll angle was calculated and chosen as the stability index in this study because the stability state of motorcycle along the longitudinal axis has greatest influence on the vehicle stability when travelling in straight direction. This is because the motorcycle tends to easily fall over sideways, while the front and the rear wheel could provide supports for the motorcycle body in y-axis and z-axis [23].

As for the signal, the waveform of vibration response signals of the 3-axis angular velocities or 3-axis accelerations were normally considered. The waveform is a graph of response signal versus selected time series period. The magnitude or frequency of measured signal was evaluated by considering the magnitude of peak level, peak to peak, average and root mean square. In this study the average of measured signal was selected because this method was simple and efficient [24].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tyre set</th>
<th>Front Wheel</th>
<th>Rear Wheel</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>70/80-14 M/C 34P</td>
<td>80/90-14 M/C 40P</td>
<td>*Standard Configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>90/90-14 M/C 46P</td>
<td>90/90-14 M/C 46P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>110/70-14 M/C 56P</td>
<td>120/70-14 M/C 61P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Experiment arrangement.
Table 2. Straight running test programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test run</th>
<th>Tyre set</th>
<th>Speed (km/h)</th>
<th>Number of Replications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Tyre dimensions.

5. Results

To identify the stability state of a motorcycle, the frequency of out-of-plane mode such as roll rate, pitch rate and yaw rate were principally considered [14, 19, 24, 29]. Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 show examples of the raw vibration signal in terms of the experimental time histories of the roll, pitch and yaw rate of Tyre set A, Tyre set B and Tyre set C, respectively. These graphs are presented in waveform which are the measured signal of velocity (roll, pitch and yaw) versus real time signal (time history). From the graphs, it can be seen that a significant oscillation of roll rate (the thick line) shows high amplitude values, while pitch and yaw rates show smaller amplitude values. These figures clearly illustrate that for all experiments the motorcycle
was able to control its out-of-plane vibrations and return back to its equilibrium position. Among the three different tyres, the frequency of roll rate of Tyre set C was quite different in comparison to that of Tyre set A and B, as indicated by its higher frequency. Moreover, the pitch and yaw rate oscillation seem to settle at lower frequency and amplitude. Similar performances are observed in the experiment at higher speed of 60 km/h.

In order to compare the stability of these three tyre configurations: Tyre set A, B and C; statistical techniques were applied to probe the dynamic response signal. An average of the roll angle of Tyre set A, Tyre set B and Tyre set C is shown in Figure 11. From the results, it is seen that the fluctuating motion of the motorcycle along the X-l that of longitudinal axis for Tyre set A is quite small with respect to zero axis than that of Tyre set B and less than that of the Tyre set C. These imply that, the stability of the motorcycle under the three different tyres in straight running tests is not affected by the tyre width. In other words, the tyre width does not cause any significant stability issue for light weight motorcycle at speed lower than 60 km/h.

Furthermore, the tyre properties in Table 3 show that tyres with different tyre width also have different radii and therefore differ in moment of inertia about the wheel axis. The fact that there was no significant impact of motorcycle tyre width on the vehicle stability under the straight running test condition could probably be due to an experiment constraint in that the same 14 inch wheel was being used in the experiment. This issue will be further investigated.

![Figure 7](image_url)

**Fig. 7.** Time history of roll, pitch and yaw rate of three different tyres at speed 30 km/h.
Fig. 8. Time history of roll, pitch and yaw rate of three different tyres at speed 40 km/h.

Fig. 9. Time history of roll, pitch and yaw rate of three different tyres at speed 50 km/h.
Fig. 10. Time history of roll, pitch and yaw rate of three different tyres at speed 60 km/h.

Fig. 11. Comparison of average of roll angle.
Table 3. Tyre properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Inflated tyre pressure (psi)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Radius (m)</th>
<th>Moment of inertia about wheel axis (kg×m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tyre set A Front</td>
<td>70/80-14 M/C 34P</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.2403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyre set A Rear</td>
<td>80/90-14 M/C 40P</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>0.2475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyre set B Front</td>
<td>90/90-14 M/C 46P</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>0.2583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyre set B Rear</td>
<td>90/90-14 M/C 46P</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.2598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyre set C Front</td>
<td>110/70-14 M/C 56P</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.2564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyre set C Rear</td>
<td>120/70-14 M/C 61P</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.2634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

In this paper, a simple experiment of straight running test has been presented to study the stability of lightweight motorcycle by using a smart phone. The smart phone which has built-in sensors, and with freely available applications proves to be a low cost and effective measuring device. The findings from the straight running test at the maximum speed of 60 km/h show that for up to this speed, the size of tyre used on these small light weight motorcycles has minimal effect on the vehicle’s driving stability. The results of the study show that no differences in motorcycle stability on straight motion with longitudinal speed lower than 60 km/h when the tyre width is in the 70 to 120 mm range.
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